Wells town council
The Sackhouse, Jicklings yard,
Wells-next-the-sea NR23 1AU

Clerk’s report written for the meeting to be
held February 2012 & prepared 27.01.12
1) Conflicting reports regarding increased car parking charges in Wells (as well as Cromer,
Sheringham and Holt). It is thought to be “all sown up” until a review at the end of the year
(presumably March 2013), but on the other hand the public notice advertised in the EDP
today allows a consultation period of 30 days. One thing that I have noticed in this is a
statement that “Polka Road will be restricted to season ticket and permit holders only”. You
may recall that I had to write to them once before pointing out that this is not a car park but a
coach and lorry park. I will now do so again! But as regards the general increase, I need to know
whether you want me to officially object to it or not.
2) NNDC have written to coastal Parishes offering them sandbags which they currently have in
stock and want to get rid of. I understand that Flood Wardens are not allowed to handle these
and if we took them, we would have to provide storage. I have, however, asked Sara to put a
notice in The Quay so that any householders that want them can apply. The bags (already
filled) come in pallet-loads of 60 so it needs applications of that number to make an approach
to NNDC worthwhile.
3) I had already entered details onto the NCC website system for reporting highway problems
three or four times in the last six months, but had not received any feedback. So following more
complaints from the public I have written to highways about the tree at the junction of Mill
Road and Clubbs Lane and have received a reply saying that they will “take a look”.
4) Victory Housing Association sent a letter on 9th January, asking for a consultation to take place
with the reply wanted by 31 January. You will see that I have told them that they have not given
enough time for this to take place.
5) As you will see from accompanying paperwork, the exceedingly slow wheels have finally ground
to a halt with a declaration that we will in future have The Glebe and not Glebe Road in town.
6) Please also note the e-mail from NNDC Environmental Services. The contract with Kier
requires them to keep the street of Wells clean – at any time of year. They may choose not to
have a street cleaner in the winter months, but they still have to do the job in some other way.
As usual, if you are unhappy about any particular area let me know, I will advise NNDC and
they will shout at Kier.
7) The Triton Knoll Windfarm off Lincolnshire have announced that the cable will go through
that county – so one less thing to keep certain people awake at night.
8) With effect from Wednesday 1 February the office will be manned on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings from 0830 until 1300, for the next two or three weeks, then every
weekday morning from those same times. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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